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Through a combination of laser beams, we engineer a 2D optical lattice of Mexican hat potentials
able to host atoms in its ring-shaped wells. When tunneling can be ignored (at high laser intensities),
we show that a well-de�ned qubit can be associated with the states of the atoms trapped in each of
the rings. Each of these two-level systems can be manipulated by a suitable con�guration of Raman
laser beams imprinting a synthetic �ux onto each Mexican hat cell of the lattice. Overall, we believe
that the system has the potential to form a scalable architecture for atomtronic �ux qubits.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 37.10.Jk

I. INTRODUCTION

Atomtronics aims at exploiting the matter wave as-
pects of quantum cold-atom systems con�ned in magnetic
or laser light circuits of complex shapes [1�3]. Several el-
ementary atomtronic devices and circuits have already
been proposed [4�7] and some have been realized [8�
12]. The construction of atomtronic integrated circuits,
though, remains an important open problem not only in
quantum optics but in the broader �eld of quantum tech-
nology. In this paper, we propose a scheme to create a
network of atomtronic rings with the potential to be used
as �ux qubits for information processing. Crucially, the
approach might prove scalable.

Qubits can be implemented in a variety of physical
systems [13�18] with di�erent advantages and disadvan-
tages. Solid-state realizations allow the construction of
fast gates (nanoseconds) but need to operate at short
time scales (microseconds) to �ght decoherence and/or
dissipation. An important advantage of such con�gura-
tions is that they bene�t from the scalability provided by
highly-developed lithographic techniques. On the other
hand, atomic qubits realized by hyper�ne states of cold
atoms con�ned in optical lattices have very long storage
and coherence times (fraction of a second). For such sys-
tems, scalability has been achieved in principle [19], but
single-site addressability is the main bottleneck in quan-
tum processing with cold atoms.

With atomtronic �ux qubits, we seek to combine the
macroscopic quantum coherence of the Josephson junc-
tion �ux qubits with the advantages of cold atoms [20�
22]. The devices have the phenomenology of an atom-
tronic quantum interference device (AQUID), the atomic
counterpart of a superconducting quantum interference

device (SQUID), and they operate with a ring-shaped
Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). The two-level system
is based on clockwise and anti-clockwise atomic currents
obtained by applying an e�ective gauge �eld to the sys-
tem [23]. In the simplest scheme, superpositions of these
current states are generated by forward and back scatter-
ing �ows of the cold atoms through a single tunnel barrier
(weak link) that is imprinted along the ring-shaped po-
tential (breaking the Galilean invariance of the system).
Although schemes for single or few coupled atomtronic
qubits have been conceived [21, 24], the implementations
are complex. As a consequence, it is challenging to take
a "bottom-up" approach to a scalable architecture. In-
stead, in this paper, we pursue a "top-down" approach.

We propose a laser scheme to realize a pattern of closed
circular currents arranged in a planar con�guration. Such
a pattern emerges from a two-dimensional (2D) optical
lattice consisting of a triangular periodic array of Mex-
ican hat potentials. Atoms can be trapped in its nearly

ring-shaped con�ning wells. The scheme is completed by
applying a suitable laser con�guration subjecting the lat-
tice to an e�ective gauge �eld. We demonstrate that an
e�ective two-level system arises in each elementary cell
of the 2D lattice. Furthermore, the system can be con-
trolled by the e�ective gauge �eld. Overall, our system
would potentially constitute a 2D architecture hosting
�ux qubits. We mention possible schemes to address,
couple, and manipulate the two-level systems arranged
in such a 2D Mexican hat lattice.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we explain the laser con�guration used to produce the
lattice of Mexican hat potentials. In Sec. III we discuss
the condition under which the Mexican hats (rings) are
practically decoupled. Next, in Sec. IV, we show how
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di�erent parameters of the system can be tuned in order
to engineer the energy spectrum of each single Mexican
hat and obtain a spectrum similar to the one of super-
conducting �ux qubits. We discuss the feasibility of the
system, referring to typical required experimental param-
eters, in Sec. V and brie�y mention how qubit gates could
be implemented in Sec.VI. We summarize our work and
conclude with some perspectives in Sec. VII.

II. 2D MEXICAN HAT LATTICE LASER

CONFIGURATION

We consider atoms (mass m, resonance frequency ωat,
linewidth Γ) subjected to three coplanar standing waves
lying in the xy-plane at relative angles π/3 to each other.
They are produced by three retro-re�ected monochro-
matic laser beams (same frequency ωL) linearly-polarized
along axis Oz. The corresponding wave vectors are
~k1 = kL

(√
3
2 x̂ + 1

2 ŷ
)
, ~k2 = kL

(
−
√
3
2 x̂ + 1

2 ŷ
)
, and

~k3 = ~k1 + ~k2 = kLŷ, with kL = ωL/c = 2π/λL (λL is the
laser wavelength), and we assume their respective Rabi
frequencies to be Ω1 = Ω2 = γΩ and Ω3 = Ω. The exter-
nally adjustable parameter γ is the relative strength of
the two lateral standing waves compared to the one along
Oy. For far blue-detuned laser beams (positive detuning
δL = ωL − ωat � Γ), and after a suitable choice of the
origin of coordinates, the light-shift potential experienced
by the atoms is V (~r) = U0v(~r) where:

v(~r) =
[

cos kLy + 2γ cos(
kLy + φ

2
) cos(

√
3kLx

2
)
]2

(1)

and U0 = ~Ω2/(4δL) > 0. Note that �xing the origin
imposes two conditions on the phases of the lasers, thus
leaving only one adjustable phase parameter, φ, in the
equation above. The full optical potential shows up as
a triangular lattice of Mexican hat structures, with the
unit Bravais cell being spanned by ~a1 = λL( 1√

3
x̂+ ŷ) and

~a2 = λL(− 1√
3
x̂+ ŷ) [25].

This Mexican hat structure is slightly distorted but is
maintained provided the lattice laser beams are not too
imbalanced (γ su�ciently close to unity) and almost in-
phase (φ small enough). Figure 1 gives a plot of v(~r)
and of the ring structure of its minima for γ = 0.98 and
φ = π/25.

III. INDEPENDENT LATTICE CELLS REGIME

When the lower bands of the Mexican hat lattice band
structure are �at compared to their separation, tunnel-
ing does not e�ciently couple adjacent cells. This means
that atoms trapped in a given cell would stay there for a
very long time and would be virtually isolated from the
rest of the lattice. Providing this residence time (given

FIG. 1. (Color online) The triangular optical lattice of Mex-
ican hats obtained from the structure function v(~r), Eq. (1),
with γ = 0.98 and φ = π/25 (top panel). Su�ciently cold
atoms would accumulate in the ring-shaped minima obtained
for v(~r) = 0 (white rings in the middle panel). By increasing
the potential strength U0, tunneling between adjacent cells
can be strongly suppressed and the di�erent cells become in-
dependent. Each of them is able to store a single "�ux" qubit.
Bottom panel: Contour plot of the slightly distorted ring-
shaped potential well within a unit cell of the Mexican hat
lattice.

by the tunneling time) is larger than the time required
to manipulate and interrogate the atoms, then their lo-
cal dynamics can be simply understood in the so-called
atomic limit, that is from the local eigenstates and spec-
trum of the Mexican hat potential within one cell. The
tunneling amplitude between adjacent cells is expected to

scale as ~−3/2e exp(−S/~e), where S is a number (e�ective

action) and ~e =
√

2ER/U0 is the e�ective Planck's con-
stant (ER = ~2k2L/(2m) is the recoil energy) [26]. There-
fore inter-cell tunneling is exponentially suppressed with
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Logarithmic plot of the gap ∆E (in
units of the recoil energy ER) between the two lowest bands
of the Mexican hat lattice and their respective widthsW1 and
W2 (in units of ER) for di�erent values of U0/ER. All plots
are obtained with γ = 0.98 and φ = π/25. For U0 ≥ 50ER,
the band widths are smaller than the band gap by at least
four orders of magnitude. From a numerical �t we �nd the
value of the e�ective action S to be around 3.4 (see text).

a rate proportional to
√
U0/(2ER). At the same time,

the band gap is expected to scale algebraically with ~e
(the power law depends on the anharmonicity of the po-
tential around its minimum). Thus, the larger the U0

the �atter are the bands and the better is the ratio be-
tween the band gap and the band-width. Figure2 shows
our data extracted from a numerical computation of the
band structure. As one can see, for U0 ≥ 50ER, the band
widths are smaller than the band gap by more than four
orders of magnitude.

IV. LOCAL QUBIT SYSTEM

The basic idea is to associate a qubit with the states
of the atoms con�ned within the unit cell of the lattice of
Mexican hats. Note that here, local rotation and Galilean
invariance is broken by the distortions of the ring-shaped
wells (see the bottom panel of Fig.1). Control of the level
splitting can be achieved by imparting a synthetic �ux
through Laguerre-Gauss beams and two-photon stimu-
lated Raman processes to transfer orbital angular mo-
mentum to the atoms [27, 28]. Many-cell addressing can
be done by using optical vortex arrays [29], or by us-
ing a hologram generated by a spatial light modulator
(SLM) [30], while individual addressing can be achieved
by using a high-resolution objective and a XY -scanning
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) con�guration [31].

The single-cell and single-particle Hamiltonian for this
system reads

H =
(~p− ~A)2

2m
+ U0v(~r) (2)

FIG. 3. (Color online) Top panel: The �ve lowest zero-�ux
energy levels of the lattice band structure at zero Bloch wave
vector (in units of the recoil energy ER) as a function of im-
balance γ when φ = 0. By departing γ from unity, one can
separate the two lowest levels from all others. Middle panel:
The three lowest single-particle energy levels (in units of the
recoil energy ER) obtained for γ = 0.98 and φ = 0 within a
single unit Bravais cell (with open boundary conditions) as a
function of the synthetic �ux Φ. The two lowest levels cross
at some �ux Φ0 = 2.525π. Bottom panel: Same as the middle
panel but with φ = π/25. As one can see, the degeneracy at
Φ0 is lifted. The qubit is encoded in the two lowest states
dubbed |0〉 and |1〉. For all panels, U0 = 50ER.

where ~r = α1~a1 +α2~a2 is restricted within a given unit
Bravais cell B (|αi| ≤ 1/2, i = 1, 2) of the full lattice
and where open boundary conditions are used (ψ(~r) = 0
for ~r ∈ ∂B). The synthetic gauge �eld can be chosen as
~A = −Byx̂, providing an e�ective magnetic �eld B along

Oz and a �ux per unit cell Φ = (~∇ × ~A).(~a1 × ~a2) =

2Bλ2L/
√

3. We have checked that the lowest eigenen-
ergies of this system at zero �ux match with the ones
obtained from the band structure of the full lattice at
zero Bloch wave vector.
Figure 3 shows the behavior of the lowest single-

particle energy levels as functions of parameters γ, φ and
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�ux Φ. Starting from the lattice band structure obtained
at zero Bloch wave vector, we isolate two levels from all
others by departing γ from unity (top panel). Choos-
ing γ = 0.98, we next compute how these levels change
with the �ux Φ generated by an arti�cial gauge �eld im-
printed on the atoms (middle panel). The two lowest
levels cross at some �ux Φ0 ≈ 2.525π. A small phase
di�erence φ = π/25 then serves to lift the degeneracy at
Φ0, the third level being still su�ciently away (bottom
panel). For this set of parameters, we thus get the typi-
cal level behavior of �ux qubits with an avoided crossing.
We use the corresponding states, dubbed |0〉 and |1〉, to
encode a qubit in each of the unit cells of the lattice of
Mexican hats.

V. FEASIBILITY

Considering, as an example, 87Rb atoms and the S1/2 -
P3/2 transition (ωat = 2π×384.23 THz, λat = 780.24 nm,
Γ = 2π × 6.06 MHz), one could use blue-detuned lasers
by δL = 2π× 6 THz (or, equivalently, λat−λL = 12 nm)
to produce the lattice. In this case, a lattice with overall
strength U0 = 100ER requires laser intensities I = 4.1
MW/m2. Therefore, lasers with a power of 1W would be
able to produce a lattice area of 500µm × 500µm which
would host more than 250000 unit-cells/qubits. Stabiliz-
ing the lattice strength U0 at a level of 4% is achieved
by stabilizing the laser output power at the same level
(or at 20% in Rabi frequency), which is feasible. The
lattice structure is determined by the values chosen for
φ and γ. Taking φ = 0 as the reference point, setting
φ = π/25 = 0.02 × 2π requires moving the mirror along
Oy by 0.02 λL = 15.4 nm. This is within the range of
the current technology which allows precise and stable
nanometer positioning [35, 36]. Fixing γ = 0.98 requires
�xing the ratio of the Rabi frequencies with a precision
better than 2%.

VI. COMMENTS ON QUANTUM GATES AND

READ-OUT

To help the qubit addressability, the lattice of rings
can be produced by using a nS → nP transition; then,
the individual addressing of lattice sites is always feasible
by using a nS → (n+ 1)P transition which has a higher
frequency and thus a smaller wavelength. At the same
time the spatial stability of the lattice, obtained by con-
trolling the phases of the laser �elds [35], would ensure
the repeatability of the addressing. Figure 4 shows the
spatial and momentum distributions (modulus square of
the wave functions) of the two qubit states |0〉 and |1〉.
Though their spatial densities look similar, we observe
that the wave functions of the states |0〉 and |1〉 are re-
spectively even and odd with respect to x → −x. This
means that their Fourier transforms are also respectively
even and odd with respect to kx → −kx. As a conse-

FIG. 4. (Color online) Top panels: Spatial density distribu-
tions, |ψ(~r)|2, of qubit states |0〉 (left) and |1〉 (right) at zero
�ux Φ = 0. Bottom panels: Logarithm of the momentum
density distributions, log(|ψ(~k)|2), of the same states at zero
�ux. Since states |0〉 and |1〉 are respectively even and odd
with respect to x→ −x, so are their Fourier transforms with
respect to kx → −kx. Potential parameters are U0 = 50ER,
γ = 0.98 and φ = π/25.

quence, as seen in Fig. 4, states |0〉 and |1〉 are easily
distinguishable by their momentum distributions, allow-
ing qubit state discrimination for quantum processing via
time-of-�ight measurements. As a speci�c protocol to
achieve the goal, one could selectively excite the atoms
in a given ring to a hyper�ne state which is not trapped
by the lattice laser beams. Then, relying on the clearly
di�erent momentum distributions of the qubit states, the
read-out can be carried out on them via time-of-�ight
measurements.
In our proposed architecture, the coupling between the

qubits could be achieved by superposing a tailored holo-
gram, generated by a SLM and a high-power objective, to
the lattice. The idea is to mimic the inductive coupling
between superconducting �ux qubits [32, 37]. Starting
from a lattice at unit �lling, the barrier between two ad-
jacent rings would be lowered during a certain coupling
time, enhancing (virtual) particle hopping, while being
kept large enough so that on-site interactions still favor
single site occupancy. In this case, the coupling between
the two adjacent qubits would be controlled by the ratio
between the tunneling rate, the atom-atom interaction
strength and the coupling time.
Another promising possibility would be to work with

a magni�ed system (obtained for instance by SLM meth-
ods) such that a large number of interacting particles
can be con�ned inside each ring. This would provide a
platform for a lattice of ring condensates where quantum
phase slip tunneling can occur. [20, 38�41]. Quantum
phase slip is a collective process implying the tunneling
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of the phase degree of freedom of the cold atoms �owing
into adjacent qubits of the lattice. Such processes occur
close to the Mott insulating states in which phase �uc-
tuations are su�ciently strong to trigger the tunneling
of the phase states [42]. Because of such tunneling, each
persistent current will be coupled to the other persis-
tent current �owing in the other qubit. Referring to the
superconducting platform, the experiments conducted on
circuits involving �uxonium architectures evidence quan-
tum phase slip tunneling rates of the order of 1−10 GHz
[40, 43]. With cold atoms however, there has been no ex-
periment so far. Clearly, the time scales are very di�erent
(milliseconds) and therefore quantum phase slips in our
cold atom system may be expected in the kHz range.
A description of protocols based on quantum phase slip
and analysis of their performances would require a de-
tailed study on its own and is beyond the scope of this
paper.
Regardless of the actual coupling scenario, e�ective

coupling terms of the form σz ⊗ σz and σx ⊗ σx be-
tween adjacent qubits are expected. Then one could
envisage implementing a two-qubit controlled-NOT gate
analogously to superconducting �ux qubits. It is also
worth mentioning that the main source of decoherence in
our system is expected to come from collisions with the
background gas, leading to decoherence time scales of the
order of tens of seconds. Together with single gate oper-
ations, such a system of ring condensates, arranged in a
triangular lattice, would have the potential to generate
a two-qubit universal quantum gate [32�34]. With this
approach one could even couple many di�erent pairs of
adjacent qubits in parallel. Here again, the spatial sta-
bility of the lattice potential is essential for a successful
implementation of the scheme.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a laser scheme providing a possible
scalable architecture of ring qubits placed in the elemen-

tary cells of a triangular lattice and realizing an atom-
tronic light circuit. Each qubit is rendered by a quantum
particle moving in the (distorted) ring-shaped minimum
of a Mexican hat potential. The typical spatial extension
of each qubit is of a few microns but could be magni�ed to
larger sizes by SLM techniques. The obtained triangular
2D array of atomtronic ring qubits can be manipulated
similarly to superconducting �ux qubits, but with an ef-
fective magnetic �eld generated by Laguerre-Gauss laser
beams imprinting a synthetic gauge �eld on the atoms.
The �ux state can be determined by interference mea-
surements [10] or by Doppler measurement of the quan-
tized �ow state [44]. Future studies should consider the
role of atom-atom interactions and address the coupling
between the condensates wavefunctions within adjacent
ring-shaped potential minima [45] as well as the perfor-
mances of such a system for quantum information pro-
cessing purposes. Finally, we observe that, beyond quan-
tum information purposes, our scheme could be viewed
as a quantum simulator made of ultracold atoms vortex
arrays [46�48] or as a quantum sensor based on light-
matter angular momentum transfer [49].
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